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Abstract 

Since convent,ional correlation-based visual track- 
ing algorithms are based on a single reference block, 
they often fail to track a target in the following sit- 
nations: 1) a view of the target image changes, and 
2) a part of the target image is occluded. This paper 
proposes a correlation-based visrial tracking method 
which copes with these problems based on affine mo- 
tion description. A reference block to be tracked 
is covered by multiple windows, which are partly 
overlapped each other. The motion of the reference 
block is approximated by an affine liiotion descrip- 
tion by applying the least mean square niethod to 
motion vectors each of which is estimated from each 
tracking window. Based on the estimated parame- 
ters of affine transformation, the method detects the 
change in the view of the target image and updates 
the reference block. It  also finds when and where 
the occlrision occnrs, and keeps the reference block. 
Some results for real image sequences are given t,o 
show the validity of the method. 

1 Introduction 

The robust visual tracking system would be very 
useful for various kinds of applications in robotics, 
human's gesture and expression recognition, and so 
on. As one of the visual tracking algorithms for re- 
alizing such a system, correlation techniques were 
developed [I]. In these techniques, a small area is 
initially captaured from a image frame (this is called 
"reference block.") and the best mat,ching block t,o 
this is searched for in subsequent image frames. To 
speed up the calculation of correlation, the search 
area is restricted around the neighbor of the current 
reference block. The  representat,ive techniques for 
correlation are based on the normalized cross corre- 
lation [2] and the sum of squared difference [3]. Most 
of these techniques do not deal with the following 

problems: 1) the view changes and 2) occllisioils of 
the target image. 

To cope with these problems, there have been 
some researches on correlation-based visual t,racking. 
For the former, Darrell et  al. [2] updated a refer- 
ence block based on a normalized correlation value. 
However, their method does not solve the problem 
of occlusion. Nakamura et  al. [4] utilized mlllt,iple 
tracking windows to solve the problem of the occlu- 
sion, but they do not cope with view changes of the 
target image. 

In this paper, we propose a correlation-based vi- 
sual tracking method enhanced by affine motion de- 
scription. The motion of the reference block is ap- 
proximated by an affine motion description by ap- 
plying the least mean square method to motion vec- 
tors each of which is estimated from each track- 
ing window. Based on the estimated parameters 
of affine transformation, the method detects the 
change in the view of the target image and updates 
the reference block. It  also finds when and where 
the occlusion occurs, and keeps the reference block. 
Some resnlts for real image sequences are given to  
show the validity of the method. 

2 Visual Tracking enhanced by Affine 
Motion Description 

2.1 Tracking process for each window 

The tracking process consists of the following two 
procednres: to search the corresponding window 
which has the maximum correlation value evaluated 
by the following matching error (the Sum of Ahso- 
lute Difference (SAD)), and t,o move the window to  
this location (see Fig.1). 
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Time Passage Using estimated d, our method updates the loca- 
tion of the reference block between successive video 
frames. 

Figure 1: Tracking process for each window 
2.3 Updating the Reference Block 

Even if the target object does not move in the 
real world, the minimum SAD value fluctuates dur- 
ing a tracking process due to the video noise. There- 
fore, the outputs from tracking windows frequently 
change from -2 to +2(pixels) caused by such fluc- 
tuation. Then we set up the following range for each 
parameter that tolerates the fluctuation: 

Wndow 3 Window 4 
0.75 5 all 5 1.25 

-0.25 5 a12 5 0.25 
Figure 2: The arrangement of tracking windows -0.25 5 a21 5 0.25 

SAD, respectively. L and h' denote the height and 
width of the refeience window, respectively.- Based on the range of each motion parameter, our 

In our experiment, we can track about 100 win- method determine when the reference block should 
dows (each window consists of 16 by 16 pixels) in be updated. As long as the inequality (2) hold, no 
real-time (1/30sec) by using a motion estimation update, else update the reference block. 
processor (MEP) [5]. The search area is 32 by 32 
pixels and the MEP outplits the location of each 2.4 Coping with the view changes due 
window where its SAD value is minimum. to 3D motion 

2.2 Afflne Motion Description 

M(here M = 9) tracking windows are utilized to 
track one reference block, parts of which are over- 
lapped each other (see Fig.2). The motion of the 
reference block is described by multiple motion vec- 
tors obtained from these tracking windows, and is 
approximated by an affine motion model. 

Let x k  = [xk YklT  and x tk  = [xL ybIT be the 
center of each window in the first frame and that of 
each window in the second frame, respectively. Here, 
these image coordinates are measured with respect 
to the centroid of multiple tracking windows. Each 
motion vector 6k = [xk - xk yh - YkIT. 

Based on an affine motion model, the relationship 
between x k  and xtk can be approximated as follows. 

is a deformation matrix, and d is the translation 
vector of the centroid of multiple windows. 

Given x k  and 6&, we can estiniate A and d by the 
weighted least mean square method which minimizes 

The use of an affine motion model is useful for 
approximating the two dimensional motion of the 
target, but it is not appropriate for the approxima- 
tion of three dimensional motion. For an example, 
when a target turns round on a vertical axis in the 
real world, the reference block includes the image of 
background during the tracking process as shown in 
Fig.3. As a result, the visual tracking often fails. 

Here, we deal with the problem of view changes 
of target which turns round on a vertical axis. In 
such a situation, A could be 

[ '6' ] and all < 1. 
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image 

Figure 3: The tracking process during a target 
makes a turn on a vertical axis 
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Figure 4: The arrangement of windows both sides 

From this A, we can detect the event of the rotation. 
In order to  detect the direction of the movement 

in the image plane, we arrange N tracking windows 
on both left and rinht side of the reference block - 
when all < 1. Fig.4 shows an arrangement of new 
tracking windows. In our experiment, we set N = 3. 

Then, during successive video frames, we calcu- 
' 

late the squared of mahalanobis' distance DT (i) (i = 
1 N 3) (D: (i)) in terms of the motion vectors which 
are obtained from M tracking windows located a t  
the center of the reference block and N windows on 
left side (or right side) of the reference block in order 
to evaluate the similarity of motion vectors between 
center and each side region. 

Figure 6: The acqiiired reference blocks 

- - 
where 6,i, 6,;, 6,, 6,,s,,s,. and s,, are the move- -0.5 100 I 
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ments of each side region (2  = 1 - 3), the averages time [x 1 130 sl 
of 5, and 6,, the variances of 6, and 6, and the 
covariance between 6, and 6, of center region, re- 
spectively. Figure 7: The each component value of the A 

If x:=l D;(i) < x:=l D:(i), 
then the search area moves to left 

(see Fig.5(a)), 
else the search area moves to right 

(see Fig.5(b)). 

2.5 Coping with Occlusions 

When some of M tracking windows are occluded 
or nffected by noise, those motion vectors do not 
correctly reflect the motion of the target object. 

Figure 5: The movement of the search area 

Therefore, the occllided windows cniise much 
damage to the estimated A. If such occluded win- 
dows could be discriminated, we can estimate A cor- 
rectly. 

In order to find out which windows are occluded 
windows, we evaluate the residual E, ,  that are ob- 
tained from eq.(l) because the residuals of occluded 
windows are larger than that of not occluded win- 
dows. 

Using cluster analysis (K-mean method) [6] b a e d  
on the residuals of all windows, we divided all win- 
dows into two groups. One group with smaller resid- 
ual value corresponds to the non-occliided windows 
and the other with larger value corresponds to the 
occluded ones. Then, using the weighted least mean 
square method, we estimate A and d again setting 
weights of the method as follows: 

If a window is regarded as 
the occluded one, 

then set the weights with small values, 
else set the weights with large valiies. 

Owing to evaliiating the residnals, the tracking 
performance is not much affected by the initial pat- 
tern of reference block. Even if some of windows are 
occluded or affected by noise, the rliethod finds out 
which windows are occluded or affected and can con- 
tinue to track the target based on the information 



Figure 8: The acquired reference blocks 
Figure 10: The results for coping with the occlusion 

Figure 9: The each component value of the A 

I n  case of occlusions 

Fig.10 shows a sequence of images in which the 
target is tracked by our method coping with occlu- 
sions. In this figure, white circles show the windows 
detected as occluded ones. 

4 Conclusions 

In Section.2.4 we only deal with the problem of 
view changes of target which turns round on vertical 
axis. Generally, we can cope with the rotation of 
which axis is parallel to the image plane by applying 
the principal component analysis. We expect the 
system to cope with other cases by regarding them 
as view changes. 

obtained from not occllided windows. 
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